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AFK

AFK is a tech solutions agency focusing on emerging technologies
such as VR, AR, GAMIFICATION and AI. The product we will be
bringing on this mission is Rainbow Reef, this is an immersive
gaming experience based on the great barrier reef with real time
data from the GBR integrated into the gameplay.

Game content

Rainbow
Reef

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=k
Et4yJCHv2Q

emergeWorlds

emergeWorlds creates experiences for games and learning with
human interaction and technology at their core. We have released
world first apps across virtual and mobile devices.

Games, training,
education, software
content

Dance
Collider

https://www.dance
collider.com/

―

https://www.faceb
ook.com/mr.marco
matic/videos/7874
88174945073/

―

http://www.rotorstu
dios.com/broadca
st/

Marcomatic Media Work across a number of industries including E-learning,
Advertising, Video Games and Film. Utilising a mixed bag of skill
sets across technical illustration, design, 2D/3D animation and
game development. Provide creative direction, consulting and
content creation across screen based and immersive media.
Rotor Studios

Interactive/New Media
AR Art
VR/AR Animated
Storytelling

Rotor Studios has been creating award-winning marketing and
Software, Training,
sales content for more than 20 years. Our expertise covers the full
Marketing
content creation and distribution spectrum and includes extensive
experience in CG still & video production, live action production, AR,
VR, and Web Apps & Configurators.
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Ultimerse

Ultimerse are an independent studio located in Melbourne, Australia,
creating exciting content for games.While our focus is on gaming and
creating new ways of challenging the landscape, we have a dedicated
talented team for potential partnership, and aim to make industry
leaders of every single one of our talented team members.
Our debut game – Paperville Panic – was voted by the public as the
Favourite Australian Videogame of 2018 – Kotaku AU.

Virtual Reality
Gaming, Gaming
Studio

Zero One

Established in 2005, Zero One has been an innovative force at the
forefront of virtual reality, interactive applications, visual effects, and
digital animation. Zero One is home to a diverse range of over 30
developers, designers, and artists.

Software, Content,
Interactive and
Solutions Virtual
Reality, Digital
Animation Visual
Effects
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Paper Panic
Ville

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=1
d_M1UEuBw&feature=youtu
.be

Devonian
Seas VR

http://zeroonestudi
o.com/devonianseas/

Day in
Pompeii

http://zeroonestudi
o.com/pompeii/

